Rabbi Dov Lior: “Paris Goyim Deserved To Be Murdered“
-Joy of Satan Forums Contribution

[About the Jewish staged Paris ‘Terror’ Attack]

Rabbi Dov Lior: “Paris Goyim Deserved To Be Murdered“

Judaism is the religion of blood lust, hate and holocaust, just towards the Goyim of course it does nothing but preach violent hatred and holocaust against everyone for not being Jewish. Of course the Holocaust this Jew alludes to never happened you know the shrunken heads, lampshades, bars of soap and other Holocaust Potter and the Gas Chamber Of Secrets tales.

"MUH HOLOCAUST"

- Muh Holocaust

This expression indicates a Jews expression when confronted by the truth. When confronted by the truth or is called out for what he is, the Jew will cry out “Muh Holocaust!” This is usually followed by pointing out that 6,000,000 Jews died at the hands of Hitler and recalling how he or she is a survivor of the death camps because it was real in their minds.

Let’s take a look at what Judaism has always been about, from their Talmud:

Sanhedrin 57a
Kill the Goyim by any means possible.

Choshen Ha’mishpat 425:50
Everyone who sheds the blood of the impious [non-Jews] is as acceptable to God as he who offers a sacrifice to God.

Yalkut 245c
Extermination of the Goy is a necessary sacrifice.
Zohar, Shemoth Tob shebbe goyyim harog
- Even the best of the Goyim (Gentiles) should be killed.

So the statement of this Jew is just how a normal Jew feels about you every day, especially on Saturday. The phony holocaust is simply an excuse for the Jews to pathologically do to the Goyim what they were already doing thousands of years before the Muh Holocaust event never took place. But hey it was real in their mind.
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Rabbi Dov Lior: Paris Goyyim Deserved To Be Murdered In Terror Attacks Because Of What Their Ancestors Did To Jews In The Holocaust

Rabbi Dov Lior cropped small "The wicked ones in blood-soaked Europe deserve it for what they did to our people 70 years ago," Lior said of Friday’s terror attacks in Paris tonight while speaking at the funeral of Ya’akov Litman and his son Natanel, two West Bank settlers murdered by Palestinian terrorists late last week.
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Rabbi Dov Lior: Paris Goyyim Deserved To Be Murdered In Terror Attacks Because Of What Their Ancestors Did To Jews In The Holocaust
Shmarya Rosenberg • FailedMessiah.com
Parisians “deserved” to be murdered in terror attacks because of what they did to Jews during the Holocaust, Rabbi Dov Lior, arguably the leading right-wing Zionist Orthodox West Bank settler rabbi in Israel, said tonight, the Jerusalem Post reported based on a report by Walla! News.

Lior, who comes from a hasidic background, is considered to be the top halakhic (Orthodox Jewish law) expert in the Zionist Orthodox community.

Lior served for decades as the Chief Rabbi of Kiryat Arba, a West Bank Jewish settlement adjacent to Hebron.

"The wicked ones in blood-soaked Europe deserve it for what they did to our people 70 years ago," Lior said of Friday's terror attacks in Paris tonight while speaking at the funeral of Ya'akov Litman and his son Natanel, two West Bank settlers murdered by Palestinian terrorists late last week.

Lior wrote an approbation for the 2009 racist rabbinical book Torat HaMelech (The King’s Torah), which among other things rules that the IDF can indiscriminately kill Palestinian babies during a time of war because those babies will one day grow up to hate Jews. The book was written by the two top students of the other leading West Bank extremist rabbi, Rabbi Yitzchak Ginsburgh, who is a follower of the late Chabad-Lubavitch rebbe Menachem Mendel Schneerson.

Lior was investigated by police for incitement to violence in connection with the book’s publication. He was summoned by police for questioning but refused to come, claiming the Torah was not something police had the right to investigate. In response, police detained him and questioned him but, as has been the case repeatedly with Orthodox Jewish religious-based incitement to violence against Palestinians, no charges were filed against Lior, the other rabbis who endorsed the book, including Ginsburgh, or the book’s two authors, Rabbi Yitzhak Shapira and Rabbi Yosef Elitzur.

Last year as rocket and mortar attack from Gaza increased, in an open letter Lior claimed halakha (Orthodox Jewish law) permits and even requires the IDF to indiscriminately destroy the entire Gaza Strip and its Palestinian population by carpet bombing Gaza or other similar means.

“At a time of war, the nation under attack is allowed to punish the enemy population with measures it finds suitable, such as blocking supplies or electricity, as well as shelling the entire area according to the army minister’s judgment, and not to needlessly endanger soldiers but rather to take crushing deterring steps to exterminate the enemy,” Lior wrote, based on a ruling by the Maharal of Prague issued in the 16th century.

“...In the case of Gaza, it would be permitted for the defense minister to even order the destruction of all of Gaza so that the South will no longer suffer and to prevent injury to our people, who have been suffering for so long from the enemies surrounding us,” Lior continued.

“Talk of humanitarianism and consideration are nothing when weighed against saving our
brothers in the South and across the country and the restoration of quiet to our land,” Lior concluded.

His followers responded to the letter by demanding that the IDF carpet bomb Gaza while followers serving in the IDF in Gaza allegedly pushed the envelope on orders to be less careful to protect Palestinian civilians.